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invention relates to a four-wheel steering system for an automotive vehicle, and particularly to a four-
wheel steering system wherein a selective actuation of a pair of wheels with a common steering control
signal can be selectively achieved. Conventional four-wheel steering systems are generally of two types,

that is, an electrically operated four-wheel steering system and a mechanically operated four-wheel
steering system. The electrically operated four-wheel steering system comprises a control device including
an electric motor for providing a torque signal to a steering mechanism adapted to move a pair of wheels
in a direction perpendicular to a vehicle's direction of travel. The electrically operated four-wheel steering

system is advantageous over the mechanically operated four-wheel steering system because of its
quickness of response, but it also requires a sophisticated electronic control device and a large electric
motor, resulting in a high cost and a bulky and heavy construction. The steering mechanism generally

comprises a link which is coupled to the electric motor through a torque rod and is mounted on a steering
shaft such that rotation of the steering shaft is transmitted to the pair of wheels. The mechanically

operated four-wheel steering system, which comprises a mechanically operated steering mechanism,
generally requires a larger number of mechanical parts than the electrically operated four-wheel steering
system, but is free from the disadvantages attendant upon the electrically operated four-wheel steering

system described above. The mechanical operation of the steering mechanism, however, is achieved by a
combination of a pinion gear and a rack gear, whereby accurate gear mesh is essential for proper

operation of the steering mechanism. However, since the conventional mechanical steering mechanism
comprises the pinion gear and the rack gear meshed with each other, the number of required parts is not
so large and the mechanism can be readily constructed. Unfortunately, both the electrically operated four-
wheel steering system and the mechanically operated four-wheel steering system are of no use because
they cannot achieve a steering control operation wherein a selective actuation of a pair of wheels can be
selectively achieved. The four-wheel steering systems described above have the further disadvantages

that they cannot combine the advantages of four-wheel steering mechanism requiring a small number of
parts and a compact, light and inexpensive construction with the characteristic of four-wheel steering
system having a quick response time, and cannot make one wheel act in cooperation with the other
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